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Who We Are
Be where healthcare is going.

4PatientCare empowers you to stay one step 

ahead, and be the future of healthcare today.

Since 1999 we’ve been helping healthcare 

organizations of all sizes—from solo practices to 

“mega-groups” and major university medical 

centers—automate and scale technological 

solutions that help acquire new patients, engage 

existing ones, coordinate across the patient 

journey, perform remote monitoring, and gain 

deep analytical insights. 

Our services are time tested and built with the 

highest level of security. Our staff is based in the 

USA, and every customer has a dedicated 

‘Success Hero’ assigned to them to ensure top 

notch customer service. 

With 4PatientCare you’ll get unbeatable 

customization, con�gurability, and the con�dence 

your patients will be treated with care.



03  OVERVIEW

Patient Engagement:

Streamline practice operations, increase 

retention, and simplify communications. 

Improve satisfaction by automatically 

engaging with patients via email, text, 

phone, postal, and the web.

Care Coordination:

Our unifying platform 

solves the inef�ciencies 

and frustration of the 

referral process.

New Patient Acquisition: 

Take your growth into your 

own hands with online 

and of�ine marketing.

Remote Monitoring:

Catch patients before 

they need costly care 

through a proven 

effective, intelligent 

monitoring system.

Advanced Analytics:

Get the business 

dashboards and 

insights you need.

Acquire Engage Coordinate Monitor Analyze



Acquire New Patients

Take your growth into your hands with
online and of�ine marketing



05  ACQUISITION   ONLINE MARKETING

Online Marketing
At 4PatientCare we’ve developed the 

formula for getting patients from search 

engines into your of�ce.

We optimize your online presence and run 

targeted marketing campaigns to ensure 

you are getting the most number of new 

patients from online sources as you 

possibly can.



06  ACQUISITION   CONVERSION

Here’s How It Works
We build you a customized landing page that is proven 

to convert a high number of visitors into patients



07  ACQUISITION   CAMPAIGN

We set up highly speci�c ad campaigns that are triggered based 

on what the patient is searching for and where they are searching 

for it (so you only target the patients in your area).

Rank above competition, maps, and organic



08  ACQUISITION   PATIENT EXPERIENCE

When the patient clicks on the ad, they get taken to the 

landing page which is designed to get them to either 

call or email your of�ce.



09  ACQUISITION   ANALYSIS

We track and record all phone calls, emails, and online 

appointments generated from the campaign so we can 

track and measure your success.



10  ACQUISITION   OFFLINE MARKETING

Of�ine Marketing
A new way to look at postal.

Jammed mailboxes are a thing of the 

past. In a world of mass email 

marketing, Direct Mail is one of the 

most effective ways to introduce 

yourself to new patients, andl ef�ciently 

target your ideal demographic.



11  ACQUISITION   OUTREACH

Here’s How It Works
Of�ine Marketing: A new way to look at postal.

Establish your ideal patient demographic.

We select  postal routes that will target 

the highest percentage of patients 

matching those criteria. 

Choose a template or create your own 

design with a high value offer.

We manage everything along the way - 

no sorting and bundling, no licking 

stamps, and no visit to the post of�ce.



Patient Engagement

Increase retention, satisfaction, and streamline 
practice operations. Automatically engage 
with your patients over email, text, phone, 

postal and the web.



13  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   WEB SCHEDULING

Web Scheduling
Fill your schedule… automatically.

Our software seamlessly integrates 

with your Practice Management 

System, reads your schedule in real 

time, and allows patients to �nd an 

appointment 24/7.



14  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   PATIENT EXPERIENCE

Here’s How It Works
Be available when patients are looking to schedule an appointment.

Only 46% of patients are searching for Vision Care during of�ce 

hours (9-5pm). That means 54% of patients are looking to book 

an appointment outside of regular of�ce hours.*

*When Patient Search for Vision Care | BidmyGlasses Sept-Feb 2015
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15  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   SCHEDULING

The Web-Scheduler can intelligently read your available 

appointments in real time.

SCREEN
SHOT
NOT

HIGH-RES
ENOUGH

Accurately re�ects 

practice rules and 

allow patients to 

search by...

Showing only 
appointments that 
are available right 
now.

Location

Provider

Appointment Type



16  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   VISIBILITY

Get appointments straight from the places where patients 

are already trying to �nd you.

Find-a-doctor locators, review sites, social media, online pro�les, 

your practice website and patient communications.



17  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   RECALLS

Recalls
Dramatically increase retention, and 

make sure every patient becomes a 

lasting one.



18  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   TIMING

Here’s How It Works
Our unique sequence of Intelligent Escalation maximizes 

effectiveness while reducing patient complaints.

If a patient fails to book after this communication sequence, the cycle will begin again after a few months.

1 year from 
Recall or last 
exam date

Send an email 
prompting 
patient to 

book online or 
call the of�ce

Those who 
don't book an 
appointment 
then will be 
sent a text

Those who 
don’t book 

off of the text, 
will receive a 

call

The small number 
who don't book 

after those 
communications 

can be sent a 
postcard



19  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   BOOKING

Patients can book 
automatically from 

recall texts and emails.

No remembering 
login information 

required.

Using key demographic 
criteria, the booking 

process automatically 
recognizes the patient.

Linked with the web scheduler, the booking process is 

quick and easy for every patient.



20  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   MODALITIES

If you don’t have an email address for every patient, 

no problem! They will still get a recall communication.

If they dont have the speci�ed
communication type...

We’ll waterfall down to
the next modality...

Until we get
in touch.



21  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   REMINDERS

Reminders
Make sure your patients show up 

on time and prepared for their 

appointment, substantially 

reducing your no-show rate.



22  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   CUSTOMIZATION

Here’s How It Works

SCREEN
SHOT
NOT

HIGH-RES
ENOUGH

Automatic

Automatically remind them 

of their visit using multiple 

methods of communication.

Customizable

You can adjust 

anything: color, 

picture, logo, 

con�rm, 

reschedule, 

cancel, and 

registration form 

options.

Informative

Deliver important pre 

appointment information and 

a link to patient registration.

Actionable

The patient can either 

con�rm, cancel or 

reschedule

*Con�rmation and Cancellation writeback available for major Practice Management Systems



23  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   TIMING

Patient con�rmation stops the two day call from going out, and all 

patients receive the same day text reminder.

Automatically remind patients about their visit using multiple 

methods of communication.

WED

01 02 03 04 05 06 07

THURS FRI SAT SUN MON TUES



24  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   NO-SHOW FOLLOW UPS

No-Show Follow Ups
Automatically contact patients who did 

not show up to their appointment, and 

let them easily rebook through our 

Real-Time Online Scheduling system.



25  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   REVIEW BUILDER

Review Builder
Improving your online presence has 

never been this easy.

With our unique two-step process, 

automatically build your online 

presence on review sites that attract 

new patients.



26  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   ONLINE REVIEWS

Patient rates 9-10 

on NPS survey.

Happy patients are 

sent directly to a 

Google Review* pop 

up, quickly leave a 

star rating, and type a 

few nice words about 

their experience.

*Patients can be sent to any review 

site you prefer (Google, Yelp, etc)

Here’s How It Works
Seamlessly direct happy patients to review sites that matter most.



27  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   INTERNAL FEEDBACK

Address constructive feedback internally, 

instead of directing patients online.

Gain insight 

about your 

patient’s 

experience.

Gather important 

feedback.

Thank you for your 
feedback! What could we 
have done to earn a 10?

Type here

SUBMIT SURVEY



28  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   RESULTS

Eliminate the Barrier between your patients 

and a great online review.

La Paz Optometric went from 4 

reviews in 3 years to 66 5-star 

reviews in 4 months after

signing up for Review Builder.

4 REVIEWS
3 YEARS

66 FIVE-STAR REVIEWS!
4 MONTHS



29  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   TWO-WAY TEXTING

Two-Way Texting
Quickly and easily text new and 

existing patients.

All texts are directly integrated 

in the 4PatientCare dashboard, 

maintaining a consistent record 

of all communications.



31  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   ORDER NOTIFICATIONS

Order Noti�cations
Notify patients automatically once 

their order arrives at your of�ce. This 

way your patients receive up to the 

minute information and your staff can 

focus their time on higher value tasks.

Hi Mark, your 
glasses are ready 
for pickup at 
EntreprEyes. Please 
call 888-888-8888 
for our hours. 
Thank You!

Type an SMS message

EnterprEyes Optometry



32  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   PRE-APPOINTMENTS

Pre- Appointments
Similar to appointment reminders, this 

feature ensures that patients intend to keep 

the appointments they made during their 

last visit at your of�ce.

Know ahead of time whether or not your 

patients intend to show up, keep the day 

running smoothly, and save yourself the 

headache of no-shows.



33  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   DASHBOARD

Dashboard
Keep your pulse on how our system is 

performing for you with relevant 

statistics and reports.



30  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

Email Campaigns
Stay connected with your patients with custom 

email campaigns and Integrated, easy to use 

templates. Target speci�c patient groups, Split test, 

and more.

You’re only limited by your imagination (& HIPPA 

communication rules...we’ll help you with that too.)



34  PATIENT ENGAGEMENT   CUSTOM SCENARIO BUILDER

Create dynamic, personalized email, 

text, phone, and postal campaigns to 

drive more business to your practice. Let 

your patients know about special offers, 

coupons, and more.

Our scenario builder includes 

advanced features like integrated 

A/B testing, conditional followups, 

and sophisticated patient �ltering.

Custom Scenario Builder



Advanced Analytics

Get the business dashboards 
and insights you need.



36  ADVANCED ANALYTICS   STANDARD

Here’s How It Works
Dive deep into your data with pre-made visualizations that are easily 

editable to �t your unique requirements. 



37  ADVANCED ANALYTICS   CUSTOM

Create the analysis dashboards of your dreams, and objectively 

assess organizational performance, engagement, and acquisition 

across a host of metrics.



Remote Monitoring

More than half of avoidable hospital and emergency 

department visits and re-admissions are from non-adherence 

and failure to seek care prior to clinical worsening.

Our premise is simple: monitor patients at home by asking the 

right subjective and objective questions to determine if their 

stable chronic condition is deteriorating prior to clinical crisis.



39  REMOTE MONITORING   RESULTS

Here’s How It Works
Automatically and effectively perform HEDIS based patient outreach and 

interact with patients to encourage proper medication adherence protocols.

Cut avoidable re-admissions IN HALF

Reduce Emergency Department visits by 15-40%

Reduce inpatient admissions by 10-30%



Care Coordination

Our unifying platform solves the inef�ciencies and 

frustration of the referral process.

Enabling practices on different EHR and PMS 

platforms to exchange information seamlessly.



41  CARE COORDINATION    CONNECT

Here’s How It Works
Streamline the referral process to reduce the need for 

manual entry and follow-up by the provider.

Associated practices are linked to each other to

allow the sending and receiving of referrals



42  CARE COORDINATION   SCHEDULE

Scheduling a referral appointment can be 

easy, immediate, and convenient.

Choose provider from a list, by searching preferred

provider, or by proximity to patient or practice.



43  CARE COORDINATION   TRACK

Seamlessly track the patient journey, improve the 

coordination of care, and minimize care gaps.

Referring/Sending Practice chooses to send patient to a 
Performing Practice or Care Coordinator through the application 
and may also attach any relevant images or documentation.

Schedule follow up appointment for patients directly through
the application

Relevant diagnosis and information can be shared across 
entities instantaneously



Thank You!


